Casing Orientation Tool
Casing Orientation Tool with high precision optical fiber gyroscope can provide the precise measurements of the deviation,
deviation azimuth and relative bearing in both cased and open boreholes. The tool is all solid and It has the advantages of high
precision, long lifetime and logging without the interference of the casing.
Features:
• Support EDIB Bus protocol;
• Azimuth measurement in casing;
• High precision;

Maximum Temperature

350°F (175°C ) for 4 hours

Maximum Pressure

20,000 psi (140MPa);

Minimum Casing ID

4.5 in.(114 mm);

Maximum Casing ID

21 in.(533 mm);

Tool Diameter

3.62 in.(92 mm)

Tool Make-up Length

10ft-0.27in.(3055m);

Tool Shipping Length

11ft-4.26in.(3461mm);

Maximum Logging Speed
Work Voltage Requirement
Work Current
Telemetry Protocol

82ft/min(25m/min);
180Vac +- 10V 58-62Hz;
220mA + 10mA
EDIB

Telemetry Speed

41.6kbit/s

Deviation Range

0° - 90°

Deviation Precision

± 0.05°

Deviation Azimuth Range
Deviation Azimuth Precision

Relative Bearing Range
Relative Bearing Precision
Pad Azimuth Range
Pad Azimuth Precision

0° - 360°
± 30 (3° < Deviation < 60°)
± 4° (0° < Deviation < 3°)
± 4° (60 < Deviation <90° );
0° - 360°
± 1° (10° ≤ Deviation ≤ 90°);
±2° (5≤ Deviation < 10° );
0° ~ 360°;
± 4° (0°≤ Deviations ≤5°)
± 4° (10° ≤ Deviations ≤ 60°)
± 5° (5° < Deviation < 10°)
± 5° (60° < Deviation ≤ 90°)

Cement Bond Imaging Logging Tool
The principle of acoustic wave attenuation is adopted to measure cement bond between casing and cement sheath, as well
as formation. From the measurement data, the quality of well cementation and seal between the layers of the formation is
analyzed. The tool is designed in the motored arm structure with six pads, which divides circumferential borehole into six
sectors when arm is opened, and the conducts compensatory measurement on such six sectors to accurately measure quality
of cement bond.
The instrument combines conventional variable density measurement, casing collar locator and gamma-ray assisted
measurement.
Features:
 360⁰ sectored measurement, ensuring accurate measurement;
 Motored Pad design, with high accuracy;
 Capable of identifying channel and hole;
 Can be used in highly-deviated well or horizontal well;
 Minimization affected by borehole environment;
 Visual cement map;
 Real-time quality monitoring;
 The variable density measurement is integrated in logging tool string.

Composition
Data acquisition and data and transmission sub (CBMT61EA 9242) + Pad section (CBMT61XA 9243) + VDL section
(CBMT61PA 9244)

Maximum Temperature

350F⁰(175⁰C) 2 hour;

Maximum Pressure

20,300 psi (140 MPa)

Diameter

3.38 in. (85.8mm)

weight

480.6 lb. (218 kg)

Measurement point

From the bottom 179.133(4550mm)

Minimum casing:

4.01in (102mm)

Maximum casing

15.4in (393mm)

Make-up length
Acquisition/transmission
Make-up length
PAD section
Make-up length
VDL section.
Instrument weight
Acquisition/transmission
Instrument weight
PAD section
Instrument weight
VDL section.
Maximum logging speed
Measurement range

7ft-11.6in.(2.43m)
17ft-4.0in. (5.28m)
7-ft8.0 in. (2.34m)
133lbs(60.3kg)
240lbs (108kg)
108lbs (49kg)
1092 m/h
0-22 dB/ft compensation attenuation

Measurement accuracy

±1.0 dB/ft or 10% of logging value

Reputability

±1.0 dB/ft or 10% of logging value

Cable Head voltage Measurement
accuracy
Flask temperature Measurement
accuracy
Vertical resolution
Radial resolution

±1V
±1⁰C
0.25ft(7.62cm)
60⁰

Depth of investigation

2 in. (5.08cm)

Operation frequency of transducer
Variable density measurement transducer

20KHz

Pad transducer

100KHz

Pad force

51lb(23 Kg)

Requirement for power supply

150Vdc@mA

Maximum Current open motor

300mA

Maximum Current of closed motor

400mA

Type of detector

100 kHz Multilayer
piezoelectric stack
20 kHz Multilayer
piezoelectric ceramic
cylinder
Single-or multiconductor cable, with
a maximum length of
30.000ft.

Cable requirement

Collar Locate Tool
ECCL instrument measurement is based upon the principle that a changing magnetic flux within the tool sensor coil generates
a voltage signal across the output of the sensor coil. The magnetic field of ECCL magnet is affected by any magnetically sensitive
material close to it, such as the casing in a borehole. A collar or joint in the casing changes the magnetic flux field including
the flux passing through the sensor coil ends adjacent to the magnets, causing an electric voltage signal to be generated. The
voltage signal is sent to surface system after processed by the downhole tool

Maximum Temperature

350°F (175°C )2 hours

Maximum Pressure

20,305 psi (140MPa);

Diameter

3.78in (85.8mm)

Tool Length

8ft-2.58in (2.5m)

Measurement Range
Detector
Logging combination
Wireline requirement:

3.94in (100mm) ~16.3in (414mm)
Magnet and coil
CBMT combination or CBL
combination
Single or 7-conductor cable

Digital Acoustic Logging Tool (EDAT70)
Digital Acoustic Logging is a method for measuring the acoustic slowness of formations. This logging method is useful to
calculate formation porosity, detect gas, research lithologic character and so on.

Maximum Temperature

311°F (155°C) for 2 hrs

Maximum Pressure

20,000 psi (137.9Mpa)

Diameter

2.87in (73mm)

Minimum Hole Size

3.75 in (95.2mm)

Maximum Hole Size

10 in (254mm)

Make-up Length

11.91ft (3629mm)

Shipping Length

14.59 ft (4449mm)

Total Weight

148.8 lbs (67.5kg)

Maximum logging speed

60ft/min (18m/min)

Measurement Range
Absolute Accuracy

40 µs/ft to 200µs/ft (130us/m ~ 650
µs/m)
± 2µs/ft

Vertical Resolution

0.5ft (152.4mm)

Spacing

6.0in (152.4mm)

Transducer Type
Operating Voltage and Current

Piezoelectric, 1 Transmitter, 5
Receivers,
180 VAC, 100 mA

Communication Mode

CAN bus

Digital Acoustic Logging Tool
Digital Acoustic Logging tool is developed
to provide high quality compression at
measurement of the formation. It has the
transmitting transducer to generate the
firing pulses to the formation in the
borehole, the acoustic signals through
the formation to the receiving
transducers to be picked up, and
digitized. The can be run as the CBL
Logging tool by selection of the service
table.

Maximum Temperature
Maximum Pressure

400°F (204°C ) for 0.5h
350°F (177°C ) for 4h
20,000Psi (137.9Mpa)

Minimum borehole Diameter

4.5in.(114mm)

Tool diameter:

3.62in. (92mm)

Maker-up length

20.0 ft.-6.9 in. (6.26m)

Total Weight

336 lb (153 kg)

EA

140 lb (65 Kg)

MA

198 lb (90 kg)

FA

62 lb ( 28Kg)

Maximum logging speed

49.2 ft/min (15.0 m/min)

Absolute Accuracy

± 1.0us/ft (3.3us/m)

Vertical resolution

6in (152.4mm)

Power supply

180VAC 120mA 60Hz

Transducer:
Receivers

Piezoelectric transducers(1-23kHz)
5 in tool
Piezoelectric transducers(1-23kHz)
1 in tool

Transducer:
Transmitter

Log:

